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To be sure, because of the fact that I endorse a coherentist view, I think that any kind of belief must be
supported by other kinds of beliefs and, therefore, the requirement of further evidence as such is not a sign of
deprivation of the epistemological value of art. The change of perspective is not the result of deliberation and
it does not follow from argumentative steps, it is a radical change of seeing, but it is rational nonetheless.
Millar, D. But this is only part of the story and for further development, formative experience is needed. For
example, Guernica does not include the information that fascism was evil. For example, when we understand
discrimination, we have the ability to assess a practice as proper and another practice as improper. The
interaction and mutual support between the two sources of moral learning is also needed. It is visible that in
my opinion artworks alone cannot provide learning. Self-identified conservative Americans valued care and
fairness less and the remaining three values more. For intentional harms and non-harms, however, the outcome
suggests the same moral judgment as the intention. In this paper, we try to show that artworks contribute to
understanding through testimony interpreted as sayings. They can deepen and lead to a better understanding of
the propositional knowledge we have reached through philosophical reasoning. Due to the fact that pictures do
not contain the relevant information, they cannot be statements. Know how to be Gettiered? After all, this
condition is not satisfied by arguments in philosophical reasoning, as well. An important part of the cognitive
value is represented by the interpretation of the object about which the testimony speaks. Hills, A. We can
describe the way literary artworks represent by relying on cases of illustrative representations in ordinary
speech. Knowledge, Understanding and Epistemic Value. Contrary to the central interest in this paper, which
is nurturing and developing the faculty of moral judgment, Jones is concerned in demonstrating that for people
like the boy it would be the right thing to rely on the moral testimony of others. Know how. It may be, for
example, that part of the audience is irremediably obtuse. The claim that moral understanding is immune to
luck while moral knowledge is not does not withstand scrutiny; nor does the idea that there is something deep
about understanding for there are different degrees of understanding. The more confident we are, the less we
will worry about our future behavior which actually increases the likelihood that we will engage in immoral
behaviors. Moral identity theorists, such as William Damon and Mordechai Nisan , see moral commitment as
arising from the development of a self-identity that is defined by moral purposes: this moral self-identity leads
to a sense of responsibility to pursue such purposes. Nonetheless certain cognitive skills such as being able to
attribute mental statesâ€”beliefs, intents, desires, emotions to oneself, and to others is a common feature of a
broad range of prototypical situations. Baccarini, E. In this sense illustrations function partly as causes of new
insights and not as reasons. The notion in moral epistemology that she stresses is that of understanding.
Keywords This is a preview of subscription content, log in to check access. In this way we are justified in
accepting the perspective offered by The Great Dictator and we do not accept the perspective offered in
Triumph of the Will. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Both groups gave care the highest over-all weighting,
but conservatives valued fairness the lowest, whereas liberals valued purity the lowest. Sometimes good
reasoning does.


